Business Forms

Wise is committed to quality, innovative business forms development and exceptional customer service. Our four facilities – Georgia, Indiana, Maine and Pennsylvania – are strategically placed bringing unparalleled manufacturing flexibility. That's why print professionals choose Wise for custom forms in vertical markets such as automotive, education, financial and healthcare.

Barcode/Variable Imaging

We use the latest in barcoding technology to ensure the highest quality and accuracy in variable image printing. With our versatile ink jet imaging systems, we produce crisp and clear barcodes for a wide variety of applications on forms and other documents including cut sheet, unit set and continuous products.

A few common applications:
- Service and Repair Forms
- Statements
- Mailing Documents
- Applications
- Patient Identification
- Purchase Orders

Booked Forms

Wraparound books and booked forms are ideal for keeping records and having all your information in one place. They are perfect for custom printed unit sets using carbonless papers and professionals on-the-go. Just write on the original form, and the copies remain in the book for further reference.

Booked forms come in many shapes and sizes and are ideal for:
- Estimates
- Work Orders
- Sales Orders
- Receipts
- Guest Checks
- Invoices

Prescription Pads

We manufacture tamper-resistant prescription pads with over nine security features that exceed the requirements mandated by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

To be considered tamper-resistant, a prescription pad must have at least one security feature of each characteristic below:
- Prevent unauthorized copying of a prescription form
- Inhibit erasure or modification of information
- Prevent the use of counterfeit prescription forms

Pads

Padded forms are used for cut sheet products where you want the convenience and flexibility to write on a pad. Once written on, the form is usually torn off the pad and further processed. Businesses of all types use padded forms.

They are a great fit for:
- Memo/Notepads
- Prescription Pads
- Scratch Pads
- Correspondence
- Employment Applications

Continuous

Whether you choose from software compatible or custom products; single to multiple part, we have the continuous solution for you.

Common applications:
- Estimates/Invoices
- Bills of Lading
- Sales Orders
- Statements
- Employment Applications

Jumbo Rolls

Opportunities for distributors in the 50” Jumbo Roll business document market continue to grow. Wise is ideally positioned at the forefront of this market with industry-leading capabilities providing high quality, low cost manufacturing, and strong customer sales and support all at extremely competitive prices.
Industrial Labels
Industrial labels are used to identify equipment and provide visual or textual information regarding use or risks. They can be used to keep track of products across the supply chain where it is not aesthetics but moisture, temperature, or chemical resistance that takes priority.

Our experienced team specializes in providing unique label solutions designed specifically for the most demanding applications.

Prime Labels
Prime labels are used in a number of different applications, including consumer goods product packaging, food and beverage labeling and general product labeling. Prime labels are the primary label on the product, and include eye-catching designs, high quality process and spot color printing and other advanced label embellishments designed to showcase the product and brand.

When you need prime labels designed and engineered to your exact requirements, look to Wise – the prime label experts.

Digital Printing
Digital printing provides extremely high-quality output, and is a fast, cost-effective method of printing. Getting your message out quickly, and reaching the right audience, is essential. That's where cost-effective, short-run digital printing comes into play. Wise specializes in program business supported by integration with many of today's popular distributor web to print systems.
WiseLink

Our online and mobile-enabled distributor support website that puts you in control 24/7.

To sign up just go to: wiselink.wbf.com

WiseLink makes it easy to do business with Wise by enabling:

- Order Management
- Review Order Status
- Reprint Invoices
- Track Shipments
- Place Orders - New, Repeat, Stock & Warehouse Releases
- Repeat Order Predictor Email (ROPE)
- Customize Cooperative Marketing Collateral
- Case Studies
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